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Calling All Performers
WISDOM
A Jedi uses the Force
for knowledge and defense, never for attack.
- Yoda

Who we are never
changes, who we think
we are does.
- Jedi Proverb

Uuuuuuuuur
Ahhhhrrrrr Uhrrr
Ahhhhrrrrrr Aaaarhg..
- Chewbacca
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Do you like to
sing, speak, be on stage
and/or have all the lights
shining on you? Here at
Park Glen we have some
really talented students
and teachers.
Mrs. King, our
music teacher, works
hard to provide our students with an after school
Choir program called
Cheetah Singers and Honor
Choir. To be
in Cheetah
Singers or
Honor Choir
you must be a 3rd or 4th
grader and you have to
audition for the club at
the beginning of the
school year. The audition
includes singing “My
Country Tis of Thee” and
echoing a short melody
and a short rhythmic pattern.
For Honor Choir,
highest scoring, 4th grade
Cheetah Singers are invited to do an additional
audition as well as turn
in a completed teacher
recommendation. Only
seven 4th grade students
are allowed to be in All
District Honor Choir from
each elementary school.
In Cheetah Singers, as well as Honor
Choir, you are expected to
be responsible, on time,
and a team player meaning you are present at all

rehearsals. You are also
responsible for maintaining
passing grades and great
conduct. You are representing our school when you are
part of this club. Cheetah
Singers perform their holiday songs at a nearby nursing home in December. On
the last day of the fall semester, before winter break,
the 4th grade Singers get to
walk around the
school and sing the
holiday songs/carols
to the other classes
during their holiday
parties. This
spring, the Cheetah Singers
will have a 50’s Spring Concert for the nursing home as
well as an evening concert.
Also, for the first
time, the Cheetah Singers
will be singing at the
NRH2O music festival in
May! In Honor
Choir, students perform in an All District Honor Choir
Concert in January
at one of our district’s high schools.
It’s a lot of work, but very
rewarding experience. Being in Cheetah Singers and
Honor Choir is a lot of work
for everyone, but it’s also a
lot of fun!
Ms. Thomas, our
Theater teacher, also works
really hard to provide our
students with an after
school theater program

called Cheetah Theater
Performers. It is an auditioning cast, who work on
two events for the district,
Keller Shake and Showcase as well as perform a
play or musical for the
school. To be in CTP a
student has to audition for
the club at the beginning
of the school year. When
you become a CTP member, you are expected to be
at each scheduled rehearsal, memorize lines, design
lighting for each show,
design costumes for each
show, stage management,
set design and creation,
and positive behavior in
classrooms during school.
This year CTP will
be performing an adapted
Midsummer Night’s
Dream by William Shakespeare. Theater helps you
in many ways. It
helps you understand emotion, how
to read and builds
confidence.
Thank you
to all of our talented Cheetah Singers, Honor Choir
Members, and Cheetah
Theater Performers for all
of their hard work, dedication, and performances
this year. A special
thanks to Mrs. King and
Ms. Thomas for helping
our students be the best
performers they can be!
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Mexico

If I Were The Parent

By Ryleigh Laughter,
3rd Grade, Mr. Thompson

By Anna Pickett, 3rd Grade, Mrs. Lance
If I were the parent, I would have two kids. I would be a teacher at
PGE, and my day would be crazy. I wake up at 6:00 A.M., get dressed,
put on makeup, get my things ready (lunch, important sheets of paper,
etc.), and go. When I would leave the house, it will be like 6:30. So I
would go to McDonald’s (etc.) and get some breakfast to go. I will go to
PGE and be there on time. I will teach my kids in my class very well.
3:10 p.m. is the time that the school will let out. Once school is over, I
would stay and grade papers and things like that until maybe 4:555:00. I will do that when my
kids have something to do after school. If they didn’t I
would leave at 4:30 to pick
them up if it was rainy. If it
was nice outside and sunny,
they could walk to PGE.
When everyone would get
home, I would make dinner
(6:00). I will always make
good food. I would tell my
children that they would have
to go to sleep from 8:00, to
8:15. I will always be kind, and nice to my family. That might be
what I think now, but maybe when I’m older I will change my mind.

Math Problem
By David Walker,
4th Grade,
Mrs. Massengale

Thankful
By Sydney Hein
1st Grade, Mrs. Nunn

Shield has 1,999 agents and
they find out 139 are really Hydra doubleagents. Shield
then recruits 242
new Shield
agents. How
many agents are
loyal to Shield?

Answer: 2,102 agents

If I Could Go Anywhere
By Nolan Roberts, 2nd Grade, Ms. Flynn
If I could go anywhere
in the world I would go to Hawaii for 1 month. I would
take my parents, but not
Landry and Tatum.

would eat my dinner in my
room in front of my big screen
TV. I would swim in the ocean
(even though it would be very
scary).

I would have a nice hotel with a huge swimming
pool. I would eat lunch by the
pool with my lemonade, and I

Finally, I would go
home on a big jet to Texas because I don't want to get eaten
by the sharks!
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If I Could Travel Anywhere

If I was
the Parent

By Allison Walker, Kindergarten, Mrs. Joyce
If I could travel anywhere, I would take a Disney
Cruise to Castaway Cay. I’ve
never been on a Disney cruise
before, and I’ve never been to
Castaway Cay.
When we are on the ship
I would go to the Kids Club and
play with my brother. I wish my
friends could come
with me so I could play
with them too. There’s
a Toy Story playground in the kids
club, and a Star Wars
ship where you can
drive it, and a Tinkerbelle place. It looks

like so much fun. We would get to
watch a play. I hope it’s about
Mickey Mouse Clubhouse and
that Pete and his friends are in it.
On Castaway Cay, I
would do lots of fun things. I
would ride a giant tri-cycle on the
water, I would go down a big water slide, and I would play on the
beach and make a unicorn out of the sand.
I hope my trip lasts
101 days. I want my
whole family to come,
even my cousins. The
End.

Jokes

By Levi Jensen
2nd Grade, Mrs. Tarango

By Paige Berry,
Kindergarten, Mrs. Joyce
Why didn’t the crab share his cookie?

By Audrey Perry,
Kindergarten, Ms. Temple
If I was the parent, I would
take a nap because I would
have no kids to interrupt
me. So I would sleep in all
day. I will call to my kids to
make me breakfast or lunch
or dinner
or whatever. To get
money, I
will work
at Lockheed Martin and fix
planes.

By Lauren Chase,
3rd Grade, Mrs. Pruitt
What did the buffalo say
to his kid after he left for
college?

Because he was
shellfish.

By Ellyn Lewis,
3rd Grade, Mrs. Lance

Data Collection

Bison

So, we all want to know
how to make graphs
right? Well, the first
thing you have to do is
(drumroll please!) make
a survey! That way you
can collect all the data.
Then you need to use a
frequency table. Put all
the data you collected
onto the table. Using the

data, you can
make all kinds of
graphs. There
are pictographs,
dot plots, and
bar graphs. And
of course you
need to make
sure your graph
has a title.
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If I Could Plan My Own Birthday Party…
By Madison Norris, 2nd Grade, Ms. Andes

By Landry Roberts, 2nd Grade, Mrs. Guerra

If I could plan my own birthday party I would have
an emoji theme with plates, napkins and a cake.
And it would be at Full Circle Riding Academy so I
could have a horseback party where all my friends
could ride horses with me.

If I could plan my own birthday party I would have the
biggest piñata ever! It would be filled with my favorite
candy - Starbursts & Sour Gummy Worms! My cake
would be white with Minions decorations. I would have
a monster truck jump house with a basketball hoop.
There would be balloons, pizza and snacks everywhere! We would play laser tag for hours. When my
friends leave they will think ...BEST. PARTY. EVER.

By Brynna Laughter, Kindergarten, Mrs. Joyce
If I could plan my own birthday party I would have
all my friends come. I would have unicorns at my
birthday party. I would even have unicorn rides.
With my friends, I would want to play pin the horn
on the unicorn and unicorn horn ring toss. I would
also want to have a unicorn piñata with lots and
lots of candy inside it. I would want to have my
neighbor Grace to come over and help us make
unicorn slime. We would eat chocolate ice cream
with sprinkles and a unicorn confetti cake. Everyone would sing Happy Birthday to me and then I
would get to open all my gifts.

Sebastian Eagans, 4th Grade, Ms. Hunt
If I could plan my birthday I would have a nerf war.
Then I would play video games and eat. Next, I would
get the cake that will be a five nights at Freddy’s cake.
After that I would open gifts and buy toys. Then we
would bowl and we would play laser tag. So, what would
you do?

By Aiden Joyce, 4th Grade, Mrs. Massengale
Darren Perry, 2nd Grade, Mrs. Buchanan
If I could plan my own birthday, it would be epic. I
would order 10 cookie cakes. I would have a lot of
football games going on big screen TVs. If you
want a comfy seat, we have Big Joe chairs. I did
this because I want everyone to have a good time.

If I Were
Stuck in a
Video
Game
By Laurianna Phillips,
3rd Grade, Mr. Hudson

If I could plan my own birthday party I would get a giant
mansion bounce house, break dancers, and a giant balloon with my face on it. For presents, I would buy myself
a remote control Bugatti, two soccer goals, and a vacation to Hawaii. For food I would have a lot of Reese’s
Peanut Butter Cups, tacos, popcorn, nachos, lots of candy, and I would get the biggest cake with Reese’s Peanut
Butter Cups on it.

If I were stuck in a video game,
I would probably be stuck in
Minecraft. The game might be
easy on survival. I would start
out with a map
and a bonus
chest. I would
see if there is an
axe in the bonus
chest. If there is
an axe, I would
get the axe and

start chopping down a tree. Then
I would get everything out of the
chest and start getting some dirt.
I would also start
building a house.
Then at night, I
would start hunting some monsters.
I would also hunt
animals at the day
time.
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If I Could Have Lunch With a Famous Person…
By Dalton Jacobs, Kindergarten, Mrs. Joyce
I would like to have lunch with Sunset Shimmer from Canterlot High in
Equestria. I would like to talk to her about the Elements of Harmony, and that
magic is friendship. Sunset Shimmer was once mean and her name was only Sunset. Sunset didn’t like to be bad. She had no friends and she was lonely. She wanted to be good, so she said sorry to everybody at school, and promised to change.
They were so happy that she was good and Twilight Sparkle, the Princess of Friendship, used her
magic and changed her name to Sunset Shimmer.
Sunset Shimmer is still learning that
magic is friendship. Kindness, laughter, generosity, and honesty is what Equestria Girls live by.
Sunset Shimmer is still learning to be good.
Sometimes she forgets to be a good friend. But,
now she has her friends to help her remember. It’s
ok to make mistakes. Sunset Shimmer says that
no one has all the answers to friendship. But, you
can count on your friends to help you find them. I
agree 1 million billion times!

If I Were
the Parent

By Ellie Martin, 3rd Grade, Mrs. Pruitt

My Favorite Birthday

By Landry Joyce,
2nd Grade,
Mrs. Bartoszek

If I were a parent in the morning I
would go back to sleep again because
I’m a parent and I’m tired. And then
when I wake up again my kids are going to be going crazy so I’m going to
need a cardboard box to hide in. After
that it’s lunchtime. I’m going to make
them some peanut butter and jelly
sandwiches with orange juice. They

By Madison Norris,
2nd Grade, Ms. Andes

By Levi Jensen, 2nd
Grade, Mrs. Tarango

ate that and then I happily walk to my
room. Then I go back to sleep and it’s
dinner time. My kids are starving to
death so I make them spaghetti. And
then my wife gets home and
she eats dinner with us. And
then it’s bedtime. We all
went to bed and that is my
day of being a parent.

My favorite birthday was with my friend Cali. We went to Hawaiian Falls. First, we
went right into the lazy river. We raced each other, relaxed and played. We stayed in there
for hours! It was so much fun. We got in the tube seats and laid down and relaxed. I felt like
I was floating on a soft cloud or even a marshmallow! It was so peaceful.
We finally decided that we were going to go in the wave pool. We floated on our backs
and the waves carried us. Then we went underwater to see if we could fight the waves but we
both failed. Next, we went on the racing slides. I won almost every time. When you go down
you go superfast. It’s like you just got shot out of a canon. You go as fast as lightening. There
are two slides. They’re both blue. They’re really long. I
would say about 7 feet long. I loved the race slides. They
were my favorite part. It had water on the slide to make it
easier to slide down.
Sadly, my mom called Cali and I to come see
her. It was time for Cali to say our goodbyes. I was sad
that Cali had to leave but I’m glad she was able to
come. That also meant it was time for me to go. I said to
myself, “Goodbye 8th birthday.” Next will be the ninth.
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My first time with
my sister is...Sister
Day! I love my
time with her. We
love each other!

By Helen Ogen,
Kindergarten, Mrs. Joyce

Unicorns

School

By Fabiola Balsomi,
2nd Grade, Mrs. Guerra

By Jaxson Davis,
2nd Grade, Mrs. Guerra

The Perfect Age
By Alyssa Hill,
3rd Grade, Mrs. Pruitt

Social
Create/Creative
Happy
Our school
Outside
Learning

My Poem

Scissors

By Aryana Wood,
2nd Grade,
Mrs. Bartoszek

By Gerrin Mueller,
2nd Grade, Mrs. Guerra

Michael

By Natalie Wust
2nd Grade, Mrs. Tarango

Crayon

By Emily Nguyen,
2nd Grade, Mrs. Guerra
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By Maliah Allen,
Kindergarten, Miss Benson

Cookie Land
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If I could go anywhere in the world, I would go to Cookie Land!

Weathering, Erosion and Deposition
By Ethan Corrigan, 4th Grade, Mrs. Schiefelbein
Weathering is
the process where water, ice, and wind
breaks down rocks to
form new land forms.
The Grand Canyon is
a big example because
the Grand Canyon was one a
river. Years and years of
weathering causes it to form
the Grand Canyon. Weather-

ing doesn’t
happen over
night, it take
thousands of
years to complete the process.
Erosion is the process
where after weathering, erosion moves it. Things like glac-

How To Protect Technology
By Jacob Young, 3rd Grade, Mr. Hudson

iers do erosion. Glaciers pick up
loose dirt and move it. When glaciers move to the ocean they drop dirt,
rock and other things and they pile
to make the ocean’s floor taller and
can form an island. Erosion is very
important in forming the Earth’s
surface.
Deposition is when erosion
drops what it is carrying.

Life’s Biggest
Questions
By Paxton Villiquette
2nd Grade, Mrs. Guerra
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Darth Vader vs Cheetah
By Lilly McHalffey, 4th Grade, Mrs. Evans
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Seaplanes!

By Samantha Gonsman, 3rd Grade, Mrs. Young

By Seshan Sarma,
4th Grade, Ms. Hunt

Christmas Pets
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The Beast
By Nico Wood,
3rd Grade, Mrs. Lance

By Jayce Laughter, 4th Grade, Mrs. Schiefelbein

Cheetah Strong
By Gypsy Peniston, 2nd Grade, Mrs. Guerra

Sparkle-corn
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By Claire Park, 1st Grade, Mrs. York

By Claire McFarland, 4th Grade,
Mrs. Massengale

Code Fun
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Use the code above to solve the secret message below.

Answer: Happy Easter!

Dog & Butterflies on a Spring Day
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Unicorn Sweets
By Henry McFarland,
2nd Grade, Mrs. Buchanan

By Sloane Booker, Kindergarten, Miss Gregg

The Park Glen Press Wants YOU!
Thank you to all of the students who have submitted to
this edition. Several of your
classmates will be achieving
the rank of Jedi Knight, and
we have new Younglings and
Padawans in this issue also.
We have one final edition of
The Park Glen Press left this
year. Who will become a Jedi
Master? We look forward to
Episode IV. Write you
must… submit you will!

Next Deadline:
Friday, April 27
Episode 4
Writing Prompt Ideas

Tips for Submissions

·

Include a title for your work, your
name, grade and teacher’s name.

·

Art work must be on white paper
(lined paper will not be accepted).

·

Use pen or marker.

·

Black and white art copies best.

·

Write neatly.

·

Remember - Use the force to submit to the Park Glen Press.

Each student will receive one complimentary issue of
this edition of The Park Glen Press.
To view the paper in color, please visit the PTA website at
www.parkglenpta.org

·

The BRAVEST thing I have
ever done was...what did you
do and how did that make you
feel?

·

Should kids get a longer recess? Why?

·

What comes to mind when you
think of summer? What do you
enjoy the most about it?

·

Who is someone you look up to
or is a role model to you? What
makes them special?

·

Make a list of your 10 favorite
foods.

·

When was the last time you
were afraid? What scared you,
how did you react?

·

If you were given 3 wishes,
what would they be and why?

How to Submit to The Park Glen Press
Submit your content before the next deadline via email to
Kristyn Laughter at kristyn.laughter@gmail.com or to your teacher.
Teachers can place submitted work in the red PTA mailbox.

